


A SPOT THAT 
INSPIRES YOU IN 
AIN SOKHNA



Established in 2000, Orbit Development has been specialized in the real estate 
development. Orbit Development is one of Orbit Group companies, has asserted itself 
as one of the most reliable and trustworthy in the real estate arena in a period of less 
than 20 years of projects’ timely delivery and efficiency.

specialized in a certain field.

Orbit Group projects have greatly expanded to encompass but are not limited to: 
construction, property management, real estate business, trading and distribution, 
tourism industry including hotels and resorts management. Moreover, our expansion 
has grown to incorporate agricultural development to operate in agriculture and 
reclamation of lands.

To expond on our success, new opportunities and challenges have presented themselves 
to Orbit Group that currently our group consists of separate entity companies each 



VISION
  An everyday of premium living in the real 

estate development with feasible payment 
plans to achieve the highest investment 
return, in Egypt and the Arab World.

MISSION

  An investor and developer that raises the 
bar in the real estate industry by creating 
impactful achievernents through exclusive 
premium services and facilities. This is 
achieved by spotting the most strategic 
areas on the map of the modern Egyptian 
state.



About the Project
Mall ALsokhna  project is set in the best spot of Ain Sokhna. Mall ALsokhna is characterized by 
contemporary architectural design that blends mountainous nature with modern architecture 
and is designed according to modern design principles and standards, so that it takes advantage 
of the coastal environment features: the sun, fresh air and panoramic sea view.

The entire facility has been completed, signaling the completion of Sokhna’s largest and most 
prestigious development. The end of the project’s construction has rejuvenated Sokhna seafront, 
with a more attractive roadside and the construction of many new and signature landmarks.



Ideal Location
Red Sea’s | argest Waterfront Retail 
and I eisure Destination 

Mall Al Sokhna offers a world-class 
retail, lifestyle, dining, entertainment 
and leisure experiences in one truly 
great destination.

Mall Al Sokhna delivers an extensive 
mix of international brands, 
restaurants with panoramic sea 
views, roof top entertainment facility 
& indoor family entertainment, 
performing fountains, indoor-
outdoor experiences, dedicated 
parking and more, making it the 
crème de la crème spot for leisure 
and entertainment seekers in 
the Red Sea and its neighboring 
regions amid the mountains and 
the stunning sea view, located in 
front of the Dome Valley Marina..Prime

Location



Mall Alsokhna  offers all units with 
a gorgeous sea view and are 
furnished with the state-of- the-art 
outdoor terraces.

Marina Front



The aim of Mall Sokhna is to grab tourists, customers, 
consumers, to an interesting and helpful spite, for 
a compete luxurious experience.

All you need under one roof!

Luxury & 
Entertainment




























